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Results

Materials and Methods

This project focuses on investigating a known Alzheimer&#39;s genetic risk factor,
which is the allele ε4 of the APOE gene. Our goal is to identify the mechanisms by
which the presence of this allele affects astrocyte-neuron interactions by using human
induced pluripotent stem cells (hiPSC) derived neural cells. We will utilize lentiviruses to
force the expression of select transcription factors (TF) which can drive the
differentiation of iPSCs into neurons and astrocytes. Due to the scale of this project, we
will transduce several cell lines of Alzheimer’s disease relevant genotypes with lentiviral
vectors that carry specific transcription factors and select, by sub-cloning and then
genotyping, the ones that have the integrated virus+TF combination. Knowing that the
virus integrates itself into the genome of the cells, we can have control over when the
factors need to be expressed. Since making viruses is a time consuming process, using
stable cell lines can help alleviate certain issues regarding variabilities between different
viral batches and also optimize the differentiation process and duration of the
experiments.

Background
-E4 APOE “Risk allele”of apoliprotein E (APOE) 14% of the population
-E2 APOE- “Protected allele” people with this allele rarely have Alzheimer’s. rare, present
in 8% of the population
-E3 APOE- “Neutral allele”- Not associated with risk or resistance. present in 78% of the
population
There is currently no method to diagnose APOE4 people with Alzheimer’s early.
-Astrocytes with APOE4 possess a corrupted form of amyloid beta which damages nerve
cells. It causes inflammation in the blood brain barrier, which is a marker in Alzheimer’s
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Summary and Conclusions

It is possible to differentiate an iPSC into a neuron by forcing
expression of Ngn2 and RTTA. There is still a lot that we need to
do with these neurons such as harvesting exosomes and
observing bioactivity which we have not been able to do yet.
Unfortunately because of this, we will not be able to draw any
drastic conclusions yet of how the APOE4 mechanisms fully
works yet.

I have been experiencing trouble with completing the full Ngn2
differentiation. I will be retrying this protocol again this month to
optimize neuron production and then perform immune to read TUJ and
MAP2 markers. Eventually we would like to observe bioactivities of EV’s
on neurons using exosomes. We will
be able to study a mechanism for
References
how the gene works based on this. This will eventually lead to a method
for diagnosing Alzheimer’s before an individual shows symptoms.
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